
Today’s world is inundated with sex. Abortion

rates are the same in the church as out. Only

3% of Americans wait until marriage to

experience sex. The younger generation sees

sex as a “pleasurable and important element to

self-fulfillment”, not linked to marriage.

 

We want teens to seek something GREATER

THAN themselves and what the world tells

them about sex. They deserve Christ-centered

conversations on sex and relationships.

GREATER THAN presentations are full of God’s

Word and point towards the greater “yes” in

honoring God with our sexuality.
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Why GREATER THAN?

"It was a good experience, I learned a lot I 
didn't know.  Most valuable to me was to value 

my singleness and I don't have to rush into
anything.  It helped me decide I know I want to 

wait till marriage."  ~10th gr. girl.



GREATER THAN>Sex is a conversation-based

series geared especially for Christian teens in

the church that is both educational and

encouraging in the area of sexual integrity.  

 

It paints the grand picture seen in Scripture

and goes beyond the “just don’t do it” rhetoric

to explore God’s grand design for sex as the

sex-maker. It helps teens build a foundation

for future conversations about sex and

relationships that stay centered on Jesus

Christ.

 

GREATER THAN> Sex covers 3 main topics:

 

 •  What does the Bible say about sex? 

• Why and how sexual integrity is possible. 

• Strategies for the journey of waiting until

marriage for sex. 

GREATER THAN>Porn is a conversation-based

series geared for Christian teens in the

church, not as a lecture that can possibly

bring further shame, but to bring what is in

the dark into the light! 

It paints the grand picture seen in Scripture

and goes beyond the ‘just don’t do it’ 

rhetoric and explore God’s grand design for

sex as the sex-maker. It helps teens build a

firm foundation for avoiding or quitting

habitual porn use and staying centered on

Jesus Christ.

GREATER THAN>Porn covers 2 main topics:

• What is the BIG deal about porn?

• The solution to quitting porn

EQUIPPING PARENTS TO HELP
THEIR CHILDREN LIVE WITH

SEXUAL INTEGRITY
GREATER THAN for Parents is a conversation-

based series geared for Christian parents of

teens. Scripturally, it is the responsibility and

privilege of parents to help their children live

with sexual integrity. Surveys affirm it: teens say

parents have the biggest influence on their

sexual choices, even above friends.

 

God has a "greater-than" plan for your children,

and this series will equip you to talk with them

about it and coach them on an upward path

toward spiritual, physical, and relational

fulfillment.

GREATER THAN presentations are flexible in

length and format, presented by a trained Life

Options speaker. Parent and youth

presentations can be simultaneous. Contact us

for more details and to schedule a

presentation!

forPARENTS

GREATER THAN for Parents covers 3 main topics:

 

• Having a godly perspective on sex

• Having "The Talk"

• How to help your children navigate and master

porn and social media


